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Inside iOS 12: Manage Device Usage with Screen Time
It seems like everyone’s nose is in their phone these
days, drawing criticism that smartphones are addictive.
To address this concern, Apple has introduced a suite of
features in iOS 12, called Screen Time, that lets you see
how often you use your iOS devices and control how
often you use certain apps. Apple also moved iOS’s
parental controls into Screen Time, giving you the
capability to see and control (to an extent) the usage of
children in your Family Sharing group.
Before I show you how to use Screen Time, let’s clear
up a common misconception. Some have said that Screen Time won’t make a difference because people
will just ignore its warnings. That’s not the point! Apple isn’t your mother—Screen Time is just a set of
tools that help you manage your time.
With that attitude in mind, let’s learn how to use these new tools. For a guide to other new features in
iOS 12, check out my book, Take Control of iOS 12.
Turn on Screen Time
To get started, turn on Screen Time in Settings > Screen Time. A screen appears telling you everything
that Screen Time can do. Tap Continue and you’re asked if the device is yours or your child’s. Choose
the former to go directly to Screen Time settings.
However, if you’re configuring your child’s device, iOS 12 walks you through setting up each of Screen
Time’s features:
• Downtime: This lets you set a schedule during which Screen Time prevents you from using the
device, from 10 PM to 7 AM by default. The idea here is to help you avoid tech temptations when
you should be asleep.
• App Limits: Here you can limit daily usage for categories of apps: social networking, games, etc.
You can choose any amount of time from 1 minute on up. You can’t limit specific apps here, but it
is possible to get that specific—I’ll explain how later.
• Content & Privacy: This screen just tells you that you can configure content settings and lock
privacy settings but doesn’t offer any actions.
Finally, Screen Time prompts you to set up a Screen Time passcode, which is separate from your
device passcode and is required to bypass any of Screen Time’s restrictions. Without a passcode, your
child (or you) can ignore all time limits, which somewhat misses the point.
If you’re setting up Screen Time for yourself, you may still want to set a passcode to make you think
twice before bypassing your own set limits. Or you could let a trusted partner set the passcode so they can
hold you accountable.
You can turn any of these options on or off at any time, so don’t feel compelled to configure them
now. And while you can limit a child’s device during setup, you can also limit the device of any child in
your Family Sharing group by going to Settings > Screen Time > Child’s Name. More on that toward
the end.
Continued on page 4
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MEETING DATES

The Saturday SMMUG Special Interest Group Our regular monthly meetings are on the second
(SIG) will meet from 10:00 AM to 12:00 Noon, Monday of every month. Upcoming meeting
Saturday, January 12, 2019, in the CityMac Store’s dates are as follows:
meeting room. The address is: 5020 N. Nevada
land it is ocated in the University Village shopping
Center.
January 14, 2019
February 11, 2019
The meeting will be divided in to two parts. The
March 11, 2019
First part starting at 10:00 we will focus on Apple’s
April 8, 2019
Keychain and Pasword Managers. Starting at
May 13, 2019
11:00 will focus on iOS, helping everyone become
June 10, 2019
both comfortable and proficient with their
July 8, 2019
iPhone, iPad, and iPod mobile devices.
August 12, 2019
September 9, 2019
All are invited, but new users are especially
October 14, 2019
encouraged to attend this free meeting. Bring your
November 4, 2019*
tips and tricks, questions and suggestions.
December 9, 2019
For more information about Special Interest
Groups (SIGs), go to the SMMUG website.

* Meeting Date changes
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THIS MONTH AT SMMUG
January 14, 2019
6:00 Q&A Session
6:45 Networking Break
7:00 HomeKit, Home Automation update,
& Smart Home apps by Jim Johnson
8:00 Adjourn
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Club News
Announcements
SIG Location Change for January and February
The SMMUG Board is testing a new location for the Sat morning SIG meetings.
It is hoped that the new location will have a better WI-Fi connection which will be
very helpful for the presentations.
The CityMac Store has graciously oﬀered the use of their meeting room for our
SIGS. The CityMac store is located within the University Village Shopping Center
at 5020 North Nevada and it sits right next to the Xfinity Store and is across the
street from Costco.

Don’t forget to pay your club dues for 2019 so you have a chance of winning an one of 3 $100 Apple Gift cards at the
January meeting!
Members also enjoy the following benefits to name a few:
• Monthly instruction and review of current hardware/software and issues relevant to the Apple Mac OS, iOS, Watch OS, AppleTV OS at
General Meetings and Special Interest Groups (SIGs)
• Excellent monthly newsletter with relevant articles
• Website to connect members, offer timely bargains and tips, etc.
• One large incentive prize per year and monthly door prizes
• At least one industry leading Guest Speaker per year
• One-on-one problem solving during monthly networking breaks and SIGs
• Annual pizza party
• An opportunity to socialize with other members in an era when many User Groups have disbanded.

2019 SMMUG Oﬃcers and Board of Directors:
President
Vice President
Treasurer
Secretary

Jim Johnson
Mark Griffith
Skip Mundy
Ron Davenport

Directors at Large
Jeff Jensen
Mike Marus
Sharon Romero
Pam Wilson
Ralph Woodard
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Continued from page 1
Check Your Consumption
Screen Time provides you with a report every week, telling you how
much time you spent with your devices and what you were doing. If you
have children set up on Screen Time, you’ll also get a report on their usage.
You can also check your usage at any time with the chart in Settings >
Screen Time, which shows your total screen usage for the day, along with a
breakdown of the categories you’ve spent the most time on.
Tap that summary to see a more detailed graph that shows an hourly
breakdown, or, if you switch to displaying the last 7 days, a daily
breakdown. With these and other graphs in Screen Time, tap and hold to see
specific values at different points in time overlaid on the otherwise unlabeled
graph.
Scroll down to see additional details on your Most Used apps, Pickups,
and Notifications:
• Most Used: This section lists your most used apps (and Web sites), in
order of usage. You can tap Show Categories if you’d rather see entire
app categories instead of individual apps. Tapping an app or category lets
you set a restriction for it, which I explain below.
• Pickups: This section tells you how often you’ve picked up your device
and when. Even if you’re not using your device much, you may be

checking it incessantly. What counts as a pickup is somewhat
unknown, but it’s not uncommon to get one in the middle of the night
even if you just tap the screen to see what time it is.
•Notifications: Feel like you’re getting hammered by notifications?
This section can help quantify
your impressions. It tells you
how many you’ve received in a designated time period,
estimates how many you get every hour or day, and lists
which apps send you the most. Most importantly, you can
tap on an app to be taken to its notification settings, where
you can turn off notifications for that app entirely.
Observing your device usage is a good start and may be all
that many people need, but Screen Time also lets you take it
a step further and limit your usage.
Restrict Screen Time
Screen Time offers three ways to limit your usage:
• Downtime: As I explained above, Downtime lets you block access to your devices during particular
hours every day. Set it up in Settings > Screen Time > Downtime, where all you have to do is enable the
Downtime switch and set start and end times. Unfortunately, there’s no way to have a different schedule
on weekends.
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• Limit App Categories: To
limit the amount of time you
can spend using an entire
category of apps, go to Settings
> Screen Time > App Limits
and tap Add Limit. In the Add
screen, you can set how much
time the limit should be for, and
customize which days of the
week which it should be active.
If you’re setting the limit for
yourself, you could keep Block
at End of Limit off so it’s just a
nag; for a child, you’ll likely
want that switch on. App
categories include Social
Networking, Games,
Entertainment, and more,
although it seems unlikely you’d
want to set a limit for Creativity
or Productivity. These categories
also apply to Web sites in Safari,
so if you try to get around the
social media limit by going to Facebook’s Web site, Screen Time will still have your number.
• Limit Individual Apps: Apple doesn’t make it obvious, but you can limit
individual apps and Web sites by tapping the daily usage graph in Settings >
Screen Time and then, in the Most Used section of the next screen, tapping
an app or Web site and then Add Limit. Restricting a particular app could
be helpful if you want to stop yourself from overusing an app that happens
to be in the Creativity category without blocking anything else in that
category.
Regardless of which limit you’ve set, Screen Time warns you 5 minutes
before the time limit expires. When that 5-minute warning runs out, Screen

Time puts up another notification saying you’ve hit your limit.
If you want more time to finish something, you can tap Ignore
Limit, which lets you ignore the limit for that app or Web site for the rest of the day or for just for 15 extra minutes. If you have a Screen Time
passcode, you’ll have to enter it to bypass the limit. On the Home screen, you’ll note that limited apps are grayed-out and have a little Time Limit
icon next to their names to indicate you can’t open them.
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The problem with Downtime and the category-based App Limits is that they can be overly broad, locking you out of an app that’s both
innocuous and perhaps even necessary. You can blacklist a particular app, as described above, but you can also go in the other direction and whitelist
an app to ensure that it’s always available, regardless of what limit might be in play.
To pick these apps, go to Settings > Screen Time > Always Allowed and tap the green plus button next to desired apps. By default, Phone,
Messages, FaceTime, and Maps are always allowed, but you can limit all of those except Phone. You also cannot restrict Clock, Find My iPhone, or
Settings. You can’t restrict Safari itself, but content inside Safari is restricted based on your settings.
Kids have already been finding clever workarounds to Screen Time (see “How Kids Are Circumventing iOS 12’s Screen Time Limits,” 21
October 2018), and one way to put a stop to that is to create an app limit for All Apps & Categories and then individually whitelist approved apps.
The big downside to this technique is that Apple doesn’t let you add Web sites to the whitelist, so when the Screen Time limit comes into effect,
every Web site will be cut off (except apple.com, naturally).
Parenting with Screen Time
Apple has moved the content restrictions in iOS 12, to Settings > Screen Time > Content & Privacy Restrictions. Here’s a summary of what you
can find there:
• iTunes & App Store Purchases: Here you can control whether your kids can install apps, delete apps, or make in-app purchases. If you’re
managing a child’s device, I recommend setting all of these to Don’t Allow, and to always require a password to make those changes. Be sure to
restrict deleting apps, because one Screen Time workaround is to delete an app and reinstall it.
• Allowed Apps: This category of allowed Apple apps might seem pointless given the App Limit controls, but the interesting bit here is that you
can restrict access to Siri and dictation, if you’re so inclined.
• Content Restrictions: These controls let you restrict certain kinds of content based on ratings, but the problem is that it mostly applies only to
iTunes content, so it won’t help with, say, YouTube or Netflix. The Web Content setting is interesting because it can block “adult” Web sites,
but it’s highly unreliable and impossible to configure.
• Privacy: This is a long list of settings that let
you adjust a child’s privacy settings and lock
them in place. It’s probably a good idea to set
these for a young child, but they may be a bit
too heavy handed for an older child.
• Allow Changes: You’ll want to review each
of these settings to see if you want your kids
to be able to change them. Some of them
you’ll likely want to restrict, like passcode
changes and account changes, while others
are of more questionable value, like TV
provider. Volume limit might be good to
restrict if your kid uses headphones and isn’t
smart about keeping the volume reasonable.
If you’ve set up Family Sharing and enabled
Screen Time for it (you can do this in Settings >
Your Name > Family Sharing > Screen Time),
Screen Time will gain a new Family section that
contains the names of all your family members.
The first time through, Screen Time will guide
you through configuration; subsequently, tapping
your child’s name in the Family list will show the
full Screen Time interface—complete with the
usage graph—for that child’s device. It’s a great
way to see what your kids are really doing,
without having to be looking over their shoulder
repeatedly. And, of course, you can adjust all the
Screen Time settings from your device as well.
What happen if your child runs into a limit
and needs to keep working? Instead of an Ignore
Limit link on the Time Limit screen, they’ll get
an Ask For More Time link that requires the
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Screen Time passcode you set. Once you’ve entered your passcode, you can set the time limit to be ignored for 15 minutes, 1 hour, or the rest of the
day. This can take place on the child’s device, or, if you’re using Family Sharing, you’ll get the notification on your iPhone or iPad.
Screen Time won’t replace good, old-fashioned parenting, but I’ve found it to be a useful tool to regulate my own screen usage. I had struggled
with time management until iOS 12 made me aware of how much time I spent on social media every day, Thanks to Screen Time, I’ve
reapportioned some of that time to exercise, reading, and learning Spanish with Duolingo (see “FunBITS: Duolingo Makes Learning Languages
Enjoyable,” 14 June 2013). Hasta luego!

DOOR PRIZE WINNERS
For The December 2019 Meeting
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Can’t wait for the next newsletter to see what the guys and gals at Joy of Tech are up to? Then simply go on over to their
website and see past and current cartoons and other things
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iPhone, iPad, & Apple Watch
Luna Display Turns an iPad into a Responsive Mac Screen
by JULIO OJEDA-ZAPATA
It’s hard to beat a multi-screen setup for productivity. At my day job, I have two big displays hooked up to my employer-issued Windows PC so I
can keep my email and Twitter on one screen while using the other to write and browse the
Web. But at home, I’m limited to a single iMac screen, and I’m less productive because of
it.
So what if an iPad could serve as a secondary Mac screen while tethered to my iMac
through Lightning or Wi-Fi? This isn’t a new idea. Software—such as Duet Display and
Air Display—has made such a setup possible for a while. However, the results aren’t always
satisfactory, partly because of sluggish performance and subpar image quality.
Now there’s a hardware approach to the problem. Astro HQ has released a $79.99 Mac
dongle called Luna Display that transforms any modern iPad into a Mac display, typically
with better performance than software-only approaches provide (though the Duet Display
makers are claiming a recent software update provides more competitive performance;
more on that in a bit).
Astro HQ has released two variations of the Luna Display dongle, one for newer Macs
with USB-C ports, and another for older Macs that rely on Mini DisplayPort.
The company has put a lot of effort into miniaturization, so that the ultracompact Luna
doesn’t interfere with the use of adjoining ports, and into aesthetics, making it look like a
multifaceted jewel jutting stylishly from your Mac.
The Luna Display does exactly what it promises: It enables an iPad connected to the Mac
with a cable or via Wi-Fi to become a second display that either mirrors the Mac’s screen or
extends its Desktop. This trick is good enough to be addicting, but it doesn’t always work
perfectly.
The practicality of using an iPad in this way is determined largely by its screen size, but
even a smaller iPad can be pressed into service for compact software tools—such as
messaging windows and app toolbars—with satisfying results.
How Does Luna Display Work?
Before I share my experience setting up and using the Luna Display, let’s take a moment
to scrutinize exactly what it does.
Astro HQ says its hardware-centric approach has advantages over software-only systems. For one thing, the Mac treats the Luna dongle as a
monitor—which it really is, with all the essential hardware capabilities of an external display, and just lacking a glass panel.
Astro HQ co-founder Matt Ronge explained:
When Luna is in operation, it appears to the Mac as if a regular wired monitor is attached to that port. Luna uses the DisplayPort and USB
protocols to communicate with the Mac. As far as the Mac is concerned, we are no different then a Dell or LG monitor.
Software, in the form of apps running on the iPad and the Mac, completes the Luna Display setup. At this point, the dongle taps into the Mac’s
GPU. This approach, Ronge said, translates into low latency, a crisp picture on the iPad, and full Retina support.
Luna works best when the iPad in question is physically connected to the Mac via a USB cable, Ronge said, but performance over Wi-Fi is pretty
good, too.
Astro HQ makes big promises—going so far as to claim that Luna Display can effectively turn an iPad into a touchscreen Mac. Though this is
true, up to a point, you should keep your expectations in check given some limitations I encountered.
Luna Display Setup
I had little trouble setting up my Luna review unit on my 2015 21.5-inch non-Retina iMac with Mini DisplayPort, and on one of Apple’s 2018
MacBook Pro laptops via USB-C—each using my sixth-generation 9.7-inch iPad as the secondary display. I also tried out Apple’s brand new 2018
12.9-inch iPad Pro with my iMac and the Luna Display.
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In addition to
plugging in the Luna
dongle, you have to
download its iPad
and Mac apps. Once
these are installed and
launched, they
automatically look for
each other. If the Mac
and iPad are on the
same Wi-Fi network,
they detect each other
that way. For the best performance, however, you can
connect the iPad to the Mac with a charging cable.
I had no trouble setting up the Luna Display using
either method, but Astro HQ has built in an extra
wireless setup option involving a scannable QR code, just
in case.
For security, the Luna software on both devices asked
me to authorize the connection.
Luna Display’s Preferences window offers additional
security features—including limiting it to USB,
determining who can use the dongle, and revoking access—for
those who want to lock down the device in corporate settings or
just because they’re extra-cautious.
Once Luna Display established the connection, the familiar
Mac interface appeared on my iPad.
You can fine-tune the screen via Luna’s controls on the iPad
and the Mac. Options here include the iPad screen’s brightness

and resolution, and how the two screens are arranged in relation to each
other.
For further adjustments, open System Preferences > Displays on either
screen, just as you would with any other dual-screen Mac setup.
Retina Considerations
I was delighted with how this worked on my non-Retina iMac, which is
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my main computer. Things get even more interesting when you set up a
Luna Display on a Retina Mac. You’re prompted to install a separate system
extension, which enables you to adjust the iPad screen appearance in key
ways.
Want to fully exploit every pixel on your screen for a super-high-res Mac
display? You can do that (if you don’t mind that Mac interface elements
become tiny). This is useful when you need a maximum amount of
on-screen real estate, even if you might need to squint when tapping dock
icons or accessing menus.
Otherwise, you can use pixel doubling—technically known as HiDPI—
on the iPad for a Mac display that keeps the Dock and other features at a
more readable size while providing a crisp visual appearance.
As Astro HQ’s Matt Ronge explains:
If your Mac is capable of driving the iPad at a full Retina resolution, it will
enable that. This way every pixel on the iPad is used. Otherwise, what you’ll
see will be scaled up to fit the iPad screen, where things are pixel doubled.
Using the native resolution (outside image) gives you a bigger Desktop
Using Luna Display
at the price of much smaller interface elements. The scaled resolution
Using a Luna Display to transform my sixth-generation iPad into a Mac provides larger interface controls but less Desktop space (inset image).
screen does not quite compare to the dual-monitor setup I have at the office
simply because the iPad is much smaller than the iMac’s main display.
I therefore had to temper my expectations. After some experimentation, I mostly stopped treating my iPad as a primary display and gave up on
getting much complex Mac work done within its claustrophobic confines.
On the other hand, the iPad functioned splendidly as an
information console or “reference display.” I kept Gmail and
Slack on there, each in full-screen mode, and navigated
among them (and the apps on my iMac screen) with ease
using Command-Tab keystrokes. This technique largely
resolved a recurring problem of missing critical notifications if
they were hidden behind windows on my Mac display.
When trying this, make sure you’ve turned on the Displays
Have Separate Spaces option in System Preferences > Mission
Control.
In addition, the iPad turned out to be a great place to stash
secondary windows and toolbars belonging to complex apps.
When using Final Cut Pro, for instance, I could designate the
iPad as the repository for my browser, viewers or timeline (via
its View > Show in Secondary Display option).
Later on, I received Apple’s 2018 12.9-inch iPad Pro for review and briefly pressed it into service as a Luna-powered Mac display. It changed the
experience profoundly. Because the screen on the 12.9-inch iPad Pro (2732 by 2048 pixels, scaled) is so much larger than that of the 9.7-inch iPad
(2048 by 1536 pixels), it provided ample room for doing just about anything. Ronge said he had to release a software update to make the Luna
Display fully compatible with the new iPad Pro models, and in my experience the upgrade is rock-solid.
However, using a Mac interface on an iPad screen was not without its problems.
Starting a dual-screen work session is a bit fiddly because it’s not clear which Luna app you should fire up first, the iOS app or the Mac app?
Regardless of the order I chose, I sometimes required two or three tries to get everything working as it should.
Arranging windows was another minor ordeal because macOS isn’t great at dealing with changes in the number of screens. Consider installing a
screen-management utility such as Moom or Magnet that automates resizing and moving around of Mac windows. Such a utility can be a lifesaver
on frequently changing multi-screen setups.
Finally, the contents of the iPad’s display were sharp and clear when still, but they sometimes became distorted when in motion—such as when I
scrolled through a Web page or my email inbox. You probably wouldn’t want to play a game on a Luna-driven display.
iPad as a Touchscreen Mac?
Perhaps most problematically, Astro HQ potentially over-promises with its claims that the Luna Display can effectively turn an iPad into a
touchscreen Mac.
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In fact, the company got quite a bit of buzz recently with a blog post
about turning one of the new iPad Pro tablets into a wireless (and the
only) screen for Apple’s new Mac mini. This makes sense up to a
point. For those who might be stashing a Mac mini in a closet or on a
rack, a wireless approach via a Luna Display provides on-screen access
with a lot of convenience and flexibility.
But Astro HQ’s demo video loses me a bit when the user in the

video leans back and proceeds to engage in a full-on Mac session with finger
and Apple Pencil gesturing. That might work fine with some Mac apps.
But, generally, such maneuvers make painfully apparent how terribly macOS
would function as a touch operating system—compared to, say, Microsoft’s
Windows 10 and Google’s Chrome OS, both of which have been retrofitted
for finger and stylus control since touchscreen notebooks are increasingly
prevalent in those ecosystems. Apple has famously resisted doing the same.
Astro HQ has another product line, called AstroPad, that’s aimed at artists
who want to turn their iPads into Mac-connected graphics tablets via screen mirroring. This works beautifully, but such ease of touch use has not
fully transferred to a general-purpose Mac environment via Luna Display. At least not yet, though Astro HQ is pointing tantalizingly in that
direction.
Luna vs. the Competition
Circling back to the iPad, potential Luna Display purchasers should ask: “Do I really need this thing?”
If you are using Web-oriented apps like Gmail and Slack, perhaps not, since you can just install the iOS versions on your iPad, and save yourself
the expense of a fancy dongle. Put the iPad next to your Mac, and you’re good to go. With a Bluetooth keyboard that supports pairing with multiple
computing devices, you can switch easily between your Mac and iPad.
But if you are focused on native macOS apps and crave added on-screen real estate, the Luna Display might strike you as enticing. That’s
especially true if you are using macOS-only apps like Final Cut Pro that work better when spread out over multiple displays. If you perk up at the
prospect of placing your iPad next to your MacBook Pro at your favorite coffee shop for a true two-screen experience, the Luna might be for you.
Cost is certainly an issue. Coughing up $79.99 for a Luna Display is more painful than paying just $9.99 for Duet Display or Air Display, two
of the top software-only alternatives for turning an iPad into a Mac display. You won’t always get the same level of performance and image crispness,
but they’re good enough for many people.
Duet Display provides a toolbar at the bottom of the iPad’s screen for controlling audio, brightness, and more. The publisher, also called Duet,
sweetens the deal with a $19.99-per-year Duet Air level that offers wireless connectivity (the basic Duet only works via wired tethering) and
pixel-perfect rendering. For $24.99 per year, Duet Pro is aimed at digital artists, with sophisticated stylus support comparable to AstroPad.
Most notably, Duet has just taken direct aim at Luna Display by announcing it supports Mac hardware acceleration in the latest version of its
Mac app (a free companion to its paid iOS app), which it said would improve performance in the recently released macOS 10.14.2.
Air Display is a bit more of a bargain than Duet Display because it supports wireless as well as physical tethering—no extra charge for the latter.
Support for the Apple Pencil (as well as several third-party styluses) is built in. Air Display also recently added support for new iPad Pro resolutions.
In addition, Air Display maker Avatron offers a $19.99 Mac version of the software that turns a spare Mac into an extra display for your primary
Mac.
And for those like me who rely on Windows as well as macOS, note that Duet Display and Air Display both exist for the PC—something that
Astro HQ said it might also pursue so Windows users can invest in Luna Display dongles too. I’d love to add a third display to my two-monitor PC
setup at the office in this way.
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Astro HQ has a few other things cooking. Ronge said he is figuring out how he can support the double-tap feature built into the new version of
the Apple Pencil for activating various software functions. He is also investigating how to support portrait mode on the iPad—at the moment, Luna
Display use is a strictly landscape-mode affair.
Bottom Line
The Luna Display is an impressive feat of engineering that—minor performance issues aside—keeps its promise to transform an iPad into a
dependable and useful Mac display. It may cost more than comparable software-only solutions, but it’s well worth considering if you crave
maximum flexibility and performance in your Mac-iPad setup.
Google and Facebook Use the iPhone’s Portrait Mode for Fun Effects
by JULIO OJEDA-ZAPATA
Apple has a hit in Portrait mode, the Camera app feature that uses computational photography to
keep foreground subjects in focus while blurring the backgrounds—an effect sometimes called
“bokeh.” Initially, Portrait mode required one of Apple’s dual-camera models, but the company
managed to tap the processing power of this year’s A12 Bionic chip to extend it to the single-camera
iPhone XR.
Portrait mode has proved so popular since its 2016 introduction that Google and Samsung have
replicated it in their own phones.
Apple, meanwhile, has permitted third parties to integrate Portrait mode into their own iOS apps.
Facebook and Google are among the latest to do so, incorporating the tech into their apps in recent
weeks to give their users some interesting new capabilities.
What Is Portrait Mode?
Portrait mode simulates using a DSLR camera lens with a wide maximum aperture to create a background blur. A DSLR achieves this effect
optically, whereas the iPhone depends on software to pull off this stunt. Photography purists may turn up their noses at this “fake bokeh,” but it’s
amazing when it works as intended.
Apple introduced the feature in 2016 on the iPhone 7 Plus and later built it into the iPhone 8 Plus, iPhone X, iPhone XS, and iPhone XS Max.
Each of these phones has a dual-camera system on the rear, which was required for Portrait mode until the advent of Apple’s new iPhone XR. The
lower-cost iPhone XR has only a single rear-facing camera but still supports Portrait mode. It’s a more limited version though—it works with people,
but not pets or inanimate objects.
Every Portrait mode picture has embedded depth and focus data from which the bokeh is derived. This data can be tapped in a variety of
algorithmic ways, making such images deliciously malleable.
Apple, for instance, has recently made Portrait mode’s background blur adjustable. This Depth Control feature, available with the new iPhone
XR, XS, and XS Max phones, lets users tweak the depth of field to blur the background as much or as little as they want.
But Apple isn’t alone in taking advantage of the embedded depth and focus data.
Google’s Depth Control
Google has now added a depth-control feature similar to Apple’s to the Google
Photos app, giving iPhone users another way to tap into this depth-of-field
adjustability.
And there’s a twist: Google Photos provides this capability not only to users of
the iPhone XR, XS, and XS Max, but also to those with older iPhone models with
Portrait mode cameras—including the iPhone 7 Plus, 8 Plus, and X.
When editing a Portrait picture in Google Photos, you see a Depth slider
underneath the Light and Color sliders. Move the Depth slider back and forth to
decrease or increase the blur.
You can also change the focus point by sliding around a little white ring that
appears atop the picture. Doing this lets you control what part of the photo stays in
focus while boosting background blur.
The tricky part with Google Photos is finding your Portrait mode photos to edit.
While Apple’s Photos app collects all of these photos in a Portraits album so they’re
readily available, Google Photos makes you search for them. (Or you could use
Apple’s Portraits album for reference.)
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Facebook’s 3D Photos
As a social network, Facebook cares less about letting you edit your photos and more about helping you make your photos compelling fodder for
social sharing. It’s all about the clicks, baby.
Facebook’s 3D Photos do not have adjustable blur, but they do incorporate a subtle three-dimensional “parallax” motion that’s also derived from
a Portrait photo’s embedded depth and focus data. You’ve seen this effect before if you enabled iOS’s Perspective feature while picking a new
wallpaper for your iPhone.
When viewing such a picture in the Facebook app on any modern smartphone, tilting the phone causes the in-focus background to shift in
relation to the blurred background. If you are viewing these photos on a Mac, you’ll see the parallax motion as you move your mouse around or
scroll the Facebook feed.
Any Facebook user can view 3D Photos, regardless of phone model or platform. However, not all browsers support them—Chrome and Safari
do, but Firefox doesn’t. And only users of Portrait mode-capable
iPhones can create them. Here’s how to do it:
1. Start a new post in the Facebook iOS app.
2. From the scrolling list of options at the bottom, choose 3D
Photo to display all Portrait mode photos on your iPhone.
3. Tap to pick one, and Facebook performs the 3D conversion.
4. Click the Next button at the bottom to see your post.
5. Enter descriptive text as desired.
6. Tap Share.
You’ll notice a few problems right away. Some 3D photos suffer from
unsightly smudging during the parallax shifting. In one photo of me
with my biking pals, our helmets detached creepily from our heads as I

tilted my iPhone to and fro. (And no, we don’t know why
the embedded photos have Chinese characters in them.)
Other odd things can happen—but some of my Portrait
photos look sensational as 3D Photos.
To avoid some of these problems, follow Facebook’s
detailed advice on how to create good 3D Photos, which
includes looking for subjects with textures, contrasting
colors, or multiple depth layers.
Portrait Mode Evolves
As noted, Apple has been generous in sharing its
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Portrait-mode capabilities with developers of third-party photo apps. Dig around Apple’s developer site, and you’ll come up with fascinating articles
and videos on how depth can be incorporated into iPhone photography.
And these capabilities continue to evolve. With iOS 12, Apple is refining how pictures of people (that is, portrait photos) look by making
software-generated effects more accurate and realistic. This is largely achieved through a new capability called Portrait Effects Matte or PEM.
App developers, such as the creators of the popular Halide app, are pretty pumped about PEM, which is how the iPhone XR’s single rear camera
is capable of executing excellent human-focused Portrait photos. Halide blog posts and a SlashGear post delve into PEM as well, giving more of a
sense of how it can be used. For instance, Halide can export silhouettes of people as detected by PEM and can extend Portrait mode to non-human
subjects on the iPhone XR. And the SlashGear post notes that PEM could enable green-screening—the capability to replace a background
wholesale.
So keep an eye out for new Portrait mode–related effects and capabilities in iPhone photo apps. Google and Facebook may be the best-known
developers taking advantage of it, but they’re not the only ones.
New iPad Pro: Power and Productivity, at a Price
In 2015, Apple unveiled the iPad Pro as a high-end counterpart to its consumer-grade iPads for the masses (see “iPad Pro with Smart Keyboard
and Apple Pencil Announced,” 9 September 2015). With its keyboard and
stylus add-ons, the iPad Pro was intended to compete with the likes of
Microsoft’s tablet-style Surface Pro PCs as a productivity computer for those
on the go.
Fast-forward three years, and Apple has now revamped the iPad Pro line
while reiterating its message that the iPad Pro is a standalone computer in its
own right, not just a sidekick to a desktop or notebook computer. The iPad
Pro, the company appears to be saying, could be the only computer you
really need.
Given its cost, it would have to be, with a starting price of $799 for the
11-inch model and $999 for the 12.9-inch model, and going up—way
up—from there. You can now spend more than $2000 for an iPad, a wide
range given that the cheapest model retails for $329. There isn’t much more
to say about the price, except that it’s now comparable to Apple’s laptop line,
so every discussion of whether an iPad Pro is worthwhile has to take that
MacBook comparison into account.
For that much scratch, you do get superb hardware. The new iPad Pros
are physically better in just about every way, with horsepower under the hood
to rival that of most notebooks, a minimalist design that does away with the Home button, a much-improved Smart Keyboard Folio and Apple
Pencil, and a next-generation vibe.
The software is not next-gen, however. It is the same iOS 12 as other iPads use, and it runs the same apps. Whether that’s good enough for serious
productivity on par with traditional Mac software depends entirely on what you do for a living. Some users would be fine, but many people would
struggle in what is typically a more-restrictive computing environment.
With all of this in mind, I’ve spent the last few weeks with the 12.9-inch iPad Pro, and it’s impressive. Much of what annoyed me about earlier
iPads, in terms of hardware, has been swept away. However, it has not been easy to accomplish all my productivity goals on it due to iOS-imposed
limitations and stripped-down apps.
A New Look and Feel
In its first top-to-bottom revamp of its
trendsetting tablet design, Apple has
significantly altered the iPad Pro’s
appearance—mostly in a good way.
Removing the Home button has allowed
Apple to make the display’s bezels equal in size
on all sides, and they’re a lot narrower, too. The once-rounded physical sides and back are now squared off in a manner reminiscent of the classic
iPhone 4 and 5.
The overall effect is a bit jarring at first since the iPad Pro no longer seems to have a canonical landscape or portrait orientation. Any orientation is
OK, as it turns out. This proves immersive since you’re less distracted by the physical device and more focused on its screen contents. The experience
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is helped by iOS 12’s iPad gestures that are all but identical to those of the iPhone X line; if you have the iPhone X or newer, you should feel right at
home.

The tablets feel noticeably smaller and lighter, and this is especially
evident with the larger of the iPad Pros, the 12.9-inch model. I remember
thinking its precursor was intolerably unwieldy and felt like a cafeteria tray
(see “Comparing iPad Pro Technologies and Intangibles,” 28 July
2016). By keeping the new model’s display at the same dimensions but
shrinking the hardware around the screen, Apple has made it more
comfortable to carry and use.
Portability wasn’t as much of a problem with the smaller iPad Pro, so
Apple took a different tack with its revision, keeping the physical length and
width the same, but increasing screen dimensions from 10.5 to 11
(diagonal) inches by shrinking the bezels and eliminating the Home
button.
These new iPad Pros do not feature the next-generation OLED screen
technology used in the iPhone X, XS, and XS Max. The iPad Pro screens
are still LCD, what Apple is dubbing “Liquid Retina” (as on the iPhone
XR), which can be hard to distinguish from OLED unless you have both kinds of screens side by side.
Impressive visual refinements from the previous generation—including ProMotion for a higher frame rate that allows for smooth scrolling and
True Tone for adjusting the color temperature based on the ambient lighting—are on board. So is Tap to Wake, which comes to the iPad by way of
the iPhone X line.
All iPad displays are locked at 264 pixels per inch, which means more pixels on the larger iPad Pro screens. This can make text kind of small in
apps like Gmail, but you can use iOS Display Zoom to compensate, as you’d do on an iPhone.
Finally, the LCD screen on the new iPad Pro has a subtle flourish some might not notice at first: rounded corners. Using a process called subpixel
anti-aliasing, Apple rounded the corners by tuning individual pixels for smooth, distortion-free edges, which is apparently easier to achieve on an
OLED display, as on the iPhone XS. Nice! Kind of pointless, but nice.
Thunder and USB-C
One of the iPad Pro’s most notable new features involves its charging and syncing port. It’s no longer Lightning but USB-C. With Apple’s
iPhones still on Lightning, and modern Macs reliant on Thunderbolt 3 (which uses the USB-C connector and is largely a superset of USB-C), the
company’s port philosophy becomes even more confused, but it seems possible that the iPhones will also eventually switch to USB-C.
USB-C on the iPad isn’t as simple as Lightning, as this detailed Apple help article shows. Here’s a summary of what you can do.
Charging
This is easy; use the iPad’s USB-C power adapter with its USB-C to USB-C cable. If you have a higher-wattage USB-C power adapter from an
Apple laptop, use that for faster charging. I tried third-party power adapters and battery packs with good results, but some of my lower-wattage
chargers weren’t adequate.
Because USB-C power is bidirectional, the iPad Pro can also be used to charge an iPhone, an Apple Watch, or even another iPad plugged into it,
assuming you have the right cables. If you have two USB-C iPad Pros connected, and iPad A is charging iPad B, disconnect and reconnect the cable
momentarily to reverse the process. But you can’t use the iPad Pro to charge a Mac.
Displays
The iPad Pro can connect to computer displays and televisions. If you have a USB-C display, connecting to it is easy (see “Acer H277HU USB-C
Display Is an Affordable MacBook Companion,” 11 April 2016). However, you will need a high-bandwidth USB-C to USB-C cable—and the
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one bundled with the iPad Pro doesn’t qualify. If you want to connect to a more common HDMI display or TV, you need a USB-C to HDMI
adapter such as Apple’s own USB-C Digital AV Multiport Adapter.
The effect of connecting an iPad Pro to another display is unremarkable. For the most part, the iOS interface gets mirrored on the external screen,
although some apps, like Keynote, can display different interfaces on each screen.
Audio
A set of Google USB-C earbuds, intended for use with Pixel 3 phones, worked fine on my iPad Pro. Apple says you can also connect MIDI gear,
microphones, speakers, and other audio hardware, but other tech reviewers have run into exceptions to this. Gizmodo notes, for instance, that not all
USB-C headphones will work.
Storage
Here it gets tricky. You can’t plug in an external drive and navigate its file structure—iOS doesn’t allow that. The usual process of importing
pictures from cameras and phones is unchanged. So is the use of camera SD cards via adapters. But I couldn’t get a SanDisk USB-C thumb drive
loaded with photos to work when I plugged it into the iPad’s USB-C port; software from the drive maker is required, according to Apple.
Hubs and Docks
A variety of multiport expansion devices may work with the iPad Pro, but there are no guarantees. In my case, a Huawei hub failed entirely, but a
couple of Satechi hubs worked well. Satechi has also announced an iPad Pro–specific USB-C hub with a USB-A port, an HDMI port, and a
headphone jack.
Don’t plan to use Thunderbolt 3 docks from the likes of Elgato and Other World Computing; the iPad Pro can’t handle Thunderbolt 3 even
though such ports are backward-compatible with USB-C in some other scenarios. Thunderbolt 3 monitors are not supported. Even Thunderbolt 3
cables are a no-go for USB-C connection purposes.
Keyboards and Adapters
Additional USB-C options include keyboards (but not pointing devices) and USB-to-Ethernet adapters (but not printers).
Other Hardware Features
Apple upgraded the new iPad Pro models in some other significant ways.
A12X Bionic
The new iPad Pro models sport a new processor that, Apple claims, is more powerful than most traditional notebook computers. It is an
impressive achievement, but a somewhat meaningless one at the moment since few apps exist to tap into this power.
Such apps, such as a full-featured version of Adobe Photoshop, are coming (see “Adobe Is Bringing “Real Photoshop” to the iPad,” 20 October
2018). But it will likely take years for iPads to be seen as practical computing workhorses on par with Macs and PCs, however much Apple wants it
to happen right now.
Cameras
The 12-megapixel, f/1.8 rear-facing camera is quite a step up from the previous iPad Pro’s 8-megapixel camera, though I have misgivings about it
prompting more parents to hoist their tablets upwards for photos at their kids’ music recitals. As with the previous iPad Pro models, the rear camera
juts out a bit, spoiling the back’s flatness, but it’s not overly noticeable.
And, for all five of you who have longed to create Animoji and Memoji on your iPads, the iPad Pro’s front-facing 7-megapixel TrueDepth camera
will make your day. It’s built inconspicuously into the bezel on one of the iPad Pro’s shorter sides, with no iPhone X–like notch. It’s fantastic for
FaceTime, too.
Portrait mode is available, as well, but only for selfies or photos of groups of people. It’s the same limitation as with the iPhone XR, which cannot
pull off the blurred-background bokeh effect with critters or inanimate objects (see “Google and Facebook Use the iPhone’s Portrait Mode for
Fun Effects,” 13 December 2018).
Face ID
In jettisoning the Home button, Apple migrated to facial recognition for authentication and Apple Pay transactions, as it has with recent iPhones.
As a bonus, the iPad Pro’s Face ID works regardless of the device’s orientation. Unlike most people, Face ID has never worked dependably for me on
the iPhone, so all I can say is that it’s no worse, so I guess that’s an Apple win given the range of camera angles the iPad needs to support.
Face ID on the new iPad Pro has some clever design touches. It is all too easy to accidentally cover the camera with your hand, and the iPad throws
up a little animated arrow to point this out. If you have the iPad in portrait mode with the camera at the bottom, the device prompts you to gaze
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downward. If you have the keyboard
attached, a quick double-tap on the Spacebar
will engage Face ID to unlock the iPad. All of
this works flawlessly.
Audio
The iPad Pro kicks out fantastic sound
courtesy of two speakers above the screen and
two below, each with its own tweeter and
woofer. Forget about plugging in traditional
earbuds or headphones, though, because the
headphone jack is gone; you’ll need a USB-C
to 3.5mm dongle, which Apple sells for $9.
Cellular
You will pay the $150 LTE tax, as usual, if
you want an iPad that can connect to cellular
data networks. That gets you LTE and a
SIM slot—along with a
software-configurable eSIM if you happen to
be juggling multiple providers. I had no
difficulty signing up with AT&T for a
month of data service via the eSIM, right on my screen. Ready-to-go carrier options include Sprint and T-Mobile along with overseas selections.
Apple Pencil, Take Two
Apple’s first-ever stylus, the Apple Pencil, was a game changer for artists and others who craved a sophisticated pen-like input device for use with
the first two generations of the iPad Pro and, more recently, the sixth-generation iPad.
But the Apple Pencil wasn’t without its problems. It was awkward to recharge, via a Lightning prong built into its top, requiring the gadget to
protrude inelegantly from the iPad’s Lightning port. When not in use, the prong was covered with a cap that was easily lost. The Apple Pencil itself
was easy to misplace since owners had nowhere in or on the iPad to put it when it is not in use, and its completely round design meant that it was
constantly rolling off desks. The Apple Pencil paired with its iPad via Bluetooth, a process that, in my experience, was often flaky.
The just-released second generation of the Apple Pencil, which works only with the new iPad Pro models, has mostly addressed these
shortcomings, although it now costs $129, up from $99.
The new Apple Pencil now snaps magnetically onto the top of the iPad Pro, which
initially triggers a pairing process, and after that serves to charge the accessory. A flat strip on
the otherwise rounded Apple Pencil makes it sit more securely and visually is a nifty design
touch. Also neat is a little window with a charge status that appears momentarily at the top
of the iPad’s screen when you put the Apple Pencil into place.
One warning: don’t count on the Apple Pencil staying attached to the iPad while being
jostled around in a bag. The connection is not strong enough, and the lack of protection for
the somewhat delicate stylus would be worrisome.
I have found Bluetooth pairing with the new Apple Pencil to be pretty reliable so far.
And the iPad Pro’s ProMotion capability all but eliminates lag when drawing or sketching.
The new Apple Pencil uses the same interchangeable tips as the old one, but Apple no
longer provides a free spare. The new and old versions are otherwise easy to tell apart. The
new Apple Pencil is shorter, has a matte finish compared to the glossy one on the original,
and has one flat edge. Plus, there’s no removable cap at the top since the Lightning prong is gone. I could do without the word “Pencil” etched onto
the stylus.
There is a nifty trick built into the new Apple Pencil. While holding it, double-tap the flat part with your index finger to make different things
happen: switch between a drawing or painting app’s current tool and the eraser, switch between the current tool and the last tool used, or show the
color palette. This shortcut feature is cool, and it worked well for me in Apple’s Notes, but third-party app makers have to support it explicitly, as
The Iconfactory recently did with its Linea Sketch app.
Smart Keyboard Folio
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color palette. This shortcut feature is cool, and it worked well for me in Apple’s Notes, but third-party app makers have to support it explicitly, as
The Iconfactory recently did with its Linea Sketch app.
Smart Keyboard Folio
Apple’s original Smart Keyboard—its first attempt at an iPad keyboard, intended as a response to Microsoft’s Keyboard Covers for its Surface
PCs—also had some issues.
When folded for transport, it protected only the front of the iPad and had an unsightly bulge to accommodate the keyboard. When deployed for
typing, it offered only a single viewing angle, and it made for an awkward, unstable lap computer. The chicklet-style, fabric-covered keys were, for
some, an acquired taste, although many people who otherwise dislike Apple’s butterfly-key MacBook Pro keyboards found it surprisingly
comfortable. Overall, the Smart Keyboard felt somewhat flimsy and needed origami-style folding.
Apple’s redesigned iPad Pro keyboard, the Smart Keyboard
Folio, mostly fixes these problems. It too is more expensive than
its predecessor, at $179 for the 11-inch model and $199 for the
12.9-inch model.
It’s beefier and, when collapsed for transport, covers the back
as well as the front of the iPad Pro (though the top, bottom, and

right edges remain exposed) with no bulges. When deployed for a work session, it
magnetically accommodates the iPad Pro’s bottom edge in either of two grooves for a
pair of viewing angles. The grooves along with the keyboard are built into the inside of
the front cover, a stiff slab that lies flat on a work surface and feels more stable and
comfortable on the lap.
The Smart Keyboard Folio still features the weird chicklet-style keys, but they’ve
grown on me. However, I don’t like how they are on the outside of the cover when it is
flipped all the way around, which makes holding the iPad Pro a bit unpleasant. If the
Smart Keyboard Folio doesn’t suit you (try it out in person first), wait for the inevitable
selection of keyboards from third parties.
Like its Smart Keyboard predecessor, the Smart Keyboard Folio connects to the iPad
Pro via a proprietary Smart Connector. This means, as before, that you never have to
recharge it since it draws power from the iPad. With the new iPad Pro models,
however, the Smart Connector is located on the back instead of the bottom edge. To
make the connection, the iPad Pro slides onto the inside of the Smart Keyboard Folio’s
back cover and magnetically snaps into place, while contacts on the back of the iPad
Pro align with pins on the cover. Though this works well, I found the iPad Pro
disengaged from the Smart Keyboard Folio a bit too readily when jostled or twisted.
This is a bit surprising given that Apple has built nearly 100 magnets into the iPad Pro’s
back for keyboard aligning and adhering purposes.
Software as a Bottleneck
Apple’s new iPad Pro hardware is top-notch. The real issue, for users trying to get their work done on one, is the software. This is a familiar refrain.
iOS is elegant and simple to use, but it can be inflexible at times, and often gets in the way of folks needing to get real work done.
How much of an issue this is for you depends on what you need to do, so broad conclusions are impossible. You might have no trouble getting
through a workday on the iPad, especially if you’re in graphics-related, Apple Pencil-friendly profession; others may find it difficult or impossible.
Little such soul-searching occurs with a Mac: it’s good for just about anything you might want to do, and that’s just not true of the iPad right now.
Take me as an example. I was thrilled at the prospect of using my 12.9-inch iPad Pro review unit as my primary workstation, instead of the
Windows PC and the Mac mini I usually rely on for work tasks, but I ran into a number of problems.
I have to use Google tools such as Gmail and Google Docs for productivity tasks like email, word processing, spreadsheets, and so on.
Unfortunately, the Web app versions you’d use on the Mac and PC aren’t meant to be used in iPad browsers and don’t work well. And while
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Google’s iPad apps suffered from fewer problems, they’re underpowered and awkward in comparison with their Web counterparts.
As a Web editor at my newspaper day job, I use a variety of other Web tools. These include our WordPress content management system, which
requires moving interface elements around with a mouse. In iOS I have had trouble doing this with a fingertip, but I had good luck with the Apple
Pencil on the iPad Pro.
Another Web tool stopped me short, though. The Associated Press’s AP Newsroom site permits news editors to download story files with related
photos as Zip archives. On the iPad Pro, such downloads failed every time.
More generally, I like to have two Chrome windows side by side on my Mac screen, one for writing, the other for reference. Ah, but Chrome for
iPad doesn’t allow that. Safari does have a two-window mode, but it isn’t my browser of choice, and I dislike being pressured to use it. This is
nothing new, and even Chrome in iOS has to use Apple’s WebKit rendering engine.
Image editors on the iPad are generally more than adequate for the news-photo editing I do all day. But I also rely on Final Cut Pro on my Mac
mini to process raw footage supplied by my newspaper’s reporters and photographers, and comparable video editors for the iPad don’t yet exist.
iMovie is good but just won’t cut it for all of what I need to do.
The iPad Pro’s inability to readily access files (other than photos) on external storage volumes via its USB-C port was a continual annoyance since
I’m often being handed flash drives containing PDFs and other files.
I could go on, but you get the idea. I wanted to use the iPad for my work, I really did. iOS just wouldn’t let me, much of the time. It’s not like I
was doing anything exotic—I was just working with text, images, and video.
Ironically, the iPad Pro may be most effective in exotic situations where a developer has come up with a purpose-built app that takes advantage of
iOS’s multi-touch interface and perhaps the Apple Pencil to provide a workflow that’s more fluid than on a Mac. If you’re considering a purchase,
do check out this Apple video as you mull whether an iPad Pro is a good fit.
It’s also possible that the advent of Shortcuts in iOS 12 may be useful for iPad users needing to automate and streamline their workflows to
compete with the kind of automation that has long been possible on the Mac. Josh Ginter over at The Sweet Setup is an interesting case study in this
regard.
iPad Pro Bottom Line
I was impressed by the new iPad Pro as I put it through its paces. To a great extent, it’s the computing device of my sci-fi fantasies. Captain Picard
of Star Trek: The Next Generation would have one in his ready room.
But iOS 12 and today’s apps yank me back from the 24th century. Although the iPad Pro hardware may boast power to rival that of many
traditional notebook computers, it’s hobbled by an operating system that often gets in your way, and by apps that can’t compete with their Mac
equivalents. My own attempts to employ the iPad Pro as my primary workstation made me painfully aware of its limitations, though you might
have an easier time of it.
The iPad Pro is, in short, a revved-up machine that often has nowhere to go.
That looks to be changing. Apple is working with software publishers like Adobe to bring professional-level versions of their apps to the iPad Pro,
all while taking advantage of the iPad’s unique features.
But this process could take years to play out. For now, potential purchasers should carefully analyze what they seek to achieve and whether the
iPad Pro is the right machine for the job, especially once price is factored in.
Apple Releases iOS 12.1.1, macOS 10.14.2, and tvOS 12.1.1
by JOSH CENTERS
Apple has updated iOS, macOS, and tvOS to fix some usability quirks and address bugs. As
always, it’s a good idea to wait a few days before updating to make sure there aren’t any major
issues.
iOS 12.1.1
The best thing about iOS 12.1.1 is that it brings
back the single tap to flip between the front- and
rear-facing cameras during a FaceTime call. In iOS 12, Apple inexplicably buried that button behind
another panel, which was frustrating. You can also once again capture Live Photos in FaceTime calls, a
feature that had been present prior to iOS 12.0. Note that you can capture Live Photos only in
one-on-one FaceTime calls, not in group calls.
iPhone XR users will be pleased to know that iOS 12.1.1 lets you use haptic touch to preview
notifications. We can’t help but wonder if increased support for haptic touch bodes ill for the future of
3D Touch.
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The iOS 12.1.1 update also expands carrier support for the dual SIM feature of the iPhone XS and XR, though Apple doesn’t specify which
carriers now support it.
iOS 12.1.1 also brings:
• The option to hide the sidebar in News on the iPad in landscape orientation
• Real-time text (RTT) when using Wi-Fi calling on the iPad and iPod touch
• Stability improvements for dictation and VoiceOver
• A fix for a bug that caused Face ID to become unavailable temporarily
• A resolution for an issue that could prevent visual voicemail from downloading
• A cure for a problem that could prevent Voice Memos recordings from uploading to iCloud
• A remedy for a bug that may have prevented time zones from updating automatically
• A repair for a Messages problem that could prevent predictive text suggestions when typing on the Chinese or Japanese keyboards
• 17 security fixes
The iOS 12.1.1 update is 292.3 MB on the 10.5-inch iPad Pro and 372.8 MB on the iPhone X, and you can obtain it in Settings > General >
Software Update or install it through iTunes.
macOS 10.14.2
The macOS 10.14.2 Mojave update brings real-time text support for Wi-Fi
calling, adds a menu item to News for opening a story in Safari (File > Open in
Safari), and resolves a bug that prevented iTunes from playing media to
third-party AirPlay speakers. It also includes 12 security fixes.
You can install the 2.47 GB update in the new Software Update pane of
System Preferences.
tvOS 12.1.1
The tvOS 12.1.1 update includes “general performance and stability
improvements.” Did you expect something else? Well, there are also 11 security
fixes. If automatic updates aren’t on, you can update your fourth-generation
Apple TV or Apple TV 4K by going to Settings > System > Software Updates.
watchOS 5.1.2 Brings ECG to the Apple Watch Series 4
by JULIO OJEDA-ZAPATA
The Apple Watch was the surprise star of Apple’s September press event (see “Apple Watch Series 4: Bigger Screens, New Faces, and
Enhanced Health Monitoring,” 12 September 2018), partly because of a health-monitoring feature no one
saw coming: electrocardiogram (ECG) reading.
Apple announced that users of the new Apple Watch Series 4 would be able to use an ECG app along
with electrodes built into the watch to determine if their hearts were beating normally or were showing signs
of atrial fibrillation (AFib)—a condition that can lead to major health complications such as strokes. The
company also unveiled a passive-monitoring feature to detect irregular heart rhythms and extended this
capability to most older Apple Watch models.
These features were said to cement the Apple Watch’s preeminence in the smartwatch market, and help
establish it as a leading health-monitoring device with a likelihood of saving lives (see Rich Mogull’s TidBITS
article “I’m a Paramedic: Here’s How the Apple Watch Series 4 Will and Won’t Save Lives,” 3 October
2018).
However, the heart-monitoring features didn’t ship with the Apple Watch Series
4, and Apple promised them in a future update. That update is here in the form of
watchOS 5.1.2. To install it, open the Watch app on your iPhone, go to My
Watch > General > Software Update, and tap Download and Install. The update
sizes vary—we saw 132 MB on an Apple Watch Series 2 and 176 MB on a Series
3. Installation may take longer than you think it should—we recommend
updating while you sleep.
The ECG app and irregular heart rhythm detection are currently available only
in the United States, Puerto Rico, Guam, and US Virgin Islands. Apple will have
to apply for and receive approval from medical regulatory agencies in other countries before it can make the features more widely available.
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Setting Up and Using the ECG App
Apple claims that the Apple Watch Series 4 along with the new ECG app in watchOS 5.1.2 marks “the first direct-to-consumer product”
enabling average people to take an electrocardiogram entirely on their own. That’s patently untrue; AliveCor’s KardiaBand provided exactly these
features a year ago—a family member of one of the TidBITS staff used it over the last year after undergoing heart valve repair surgery.
Regardless, electrodes built into the Apple Watch Series 4’s back crystal and Digital Crown work in tandem with the ECG app to provide a heart
reading. When the user touches the Digital Crown with a fingertip, an electrical circuit is completed and heart signals are measured, which takes
about 30 seconds.
Before you can use the ECG feature, you need to do a bit of preparation following the installation of watchOS 5.1.2. Press the Digital Crown to
find the ECG app, which is mixed in with all the other watch apps, and tap it to open. It then prompts you to open the Health app on your iPhone.
The first step is entering your date of birth. Then, after a bit of a crash course on ECG readings, and a few warnings about what the ECG app
can’t do—no heart-attack, blood-clot or stroke detection, for instance—you’re ready to take your first ECG.

For me, this worked without a hitch. As instructed, I made sure my watch fit
snugly on my left wrist, rested my arms on a flat surface, and held my right index
fingertip to the Digital Crown. The ECG app then counted down from 30.
According to the app, I checked out fine. My “sinus rhythm” indicated that the
ECG didn’t show atrial fibrillation and that my heart was beating in a uniform
pattern.
Results are stored in the iPhone’s Health app, and you can share the data with
your doctor as a PDF document. On your iPhone, go to Health > Heart, and
under This Week, tap Electrocardiogram (ECG). Tap the chart at the top. Then
look for Export a PDF for Your Doctor, and use the standard Share function to
email the PDF or send it out by other means.
Here’s what my exported PDF looks like:
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Is the ECG App Any Good?
I’m no judge of how well, in the medical sense, the ECG app works. My TidBITS colleague Rich Mogull is a paramedic, though, and has a bit
more insight.
Rich tweeted a lot about the topic after installing the watchOS 5.1.2 update. Among his observations:
• Results contain more data for doctors than he expected. In fact, he thinks they could get insight into other kinds of heart arrhythmias, but Apple
specifically says the ECG app is not designed to do that.
• He echoes Apple’s warning that the Apple Watch Series 4 is inadequate for detecting heart attacks, which requires more sophisticated
equipment.
• He warns that all ECGs are prone to electrical interference from movement. “You definitely want your hands resting on something,” he said.
All that aside, the ECG app successfully detected a family member’s already-known
case of AFib, so Rich can confirm that the feature works.
Irregular Heart Rhythm Monitoring
Separate from but related to watchOS 5.1.2’s newfound ECG support is its new
capability to monitor for irregular heart rhythms. Unlike the ECG readings, irregular
heart rhythm monitoring occurs in the background without the user having to do
anything.
An alert from this feature would presumably nudge an Apple Watch Series 4 user
into taking an ECG reading, which could point to AFib. According to Apple, a rhythm
notification means the Apple Watch has “identified an irregular heart rhythm that may
be AFib and confirmed it with multiple readings.”
Good news for those with older Apple Watch models: the irregular-rhythm monitoring is available on the Apple Series 1, 2, and 3. The original
Apple Watch is left out, though.
To set up this feature, on your iPhone running iOS 12.1.1, go to Watch > Health > Heart and enable Irregular Rhythm Notifications.
Other Features of watchOS 5.1.2
The watchOS 5.1.2 update is largely focused on the ECG feature, but it has a handful of new features unrelated to health monitoring:
• Direct access to supported movie tickets, coupons, and rewards cards in Wallet when tapped to a contactless reader
• Notifications and animated celebrations when you achieve daily maximum points in a day during an Activity competition
• New Infograph complications for Find My Friends, Home, Mail, Maps, Messages, News, Phone, and Remote
button
• Lets you manage your availability for Walkie-Talkie conversations from Control Center—tap the new Walkie Talkie
• 12 security fixes
As is often the case with watchOS, we see no particular reason to delay the upgrade past the requisite several days to make sure it isn’t causing
problems. The new features are welcome, have no apparent downsides, and enable the much-anticipated hardware capabilities Apple promised for
the Apple Watch Series 4 and older models with watchOS 5’s initial release.
Anker’s Vertical Mouse Provides Cheap RSI Relief
by JOSH CENTERS
Does working at your Mac—and particularly using the mouse or trackpad—cause you wrist or forearm
pain? If so, you’re not alone.
For those of us who spend a great deal of our days working on a Mac at a desk, ergonomics is a constant
concern. Chair height and monitor positioning are important, but for repetitive stress injuries, keyboards and
pointing devices are the main culprits. The traditional mouse is particularly troublesome for many people
because it forces the forearm to twist and because dragging requires you to apply downward pressure that
makes sliding the mouse across the desk surface harder. Those facts paved the way for alternatives, first
trackballs and then trackpads, with a few oddities thrown in (see “Rolling Faster, Farther with the
RollerMouse Pro,” 11 December 2006).
But even those alternatives have an issue: they require that you put your forearm in a pronated position, with the palm down. That’s not a
problem in and of itself, but holding your arm in the pronated position for long periods of time can become uncomfortable in comparison to the
neutral position your forearm adopts if you just stand normally—it’s also called the handshake position. (Typing on a standard keyboard suffers
from the same problem, which is why there are ergonomic keyboards that are raised in the middle.)
In an attempt to give people who have trouble maintaining a pronated forearm position an alternative, vertical mice put their buttons on the side
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instead of at the top. Designers have invented all sorts of interesting shapes to make this possible, but the most common is a wedge-like shape that
slants at a 45º angle, which necessitates a wider base for support.
If you’re skeptical of this concept, I don’t blame you, but for those who want to give it a shot, try the $14.99 Anker Ergonomic Optical USB
Wired Vertical Mouse (you can spend $5 more for a wireless version, but it requires a tiny USB dongle instead of using Bluetooth). While I like
Anker products, there’s nothing special about this device—it’s just a generic Chinese vertical mouse with the Anker label. If you don’t mind a bit of
a wait, you can even order such products for less than $10 direct from China through AliExpress. My arm was killing me, so I opted for Amazon
Prime’s two-day shipping.
In terms of buttons and features, the Anker vertical mouse isn’t anything special in
the PC world, but it’s more flexible than Apple’s Magic Mouse 2. It offers left and right
click buttons, a clickable scroll wheel, next and previous page buttons, and a button to
adjust the mouse’s dots-per-inch to either 1000 or 1600—the higher setting provides
finer control but makes it easier to miss your targets. And here’s a nice touch: in
addition to pressing in on the scroll wheel for a middle click, you can also flick the
wheel up instead, which puts less strain on your forearm.
Make the Mouse Play Nice with macOS
While Anker’s vertical mouse provides basic capabilities out of the box, it needs some
tweaking for full functionality. The next and previous page buttons don’t work at all,
and if you have Scroll Direction: Natural enabled in System Preferences > Trackpad >
Scroll & Zoom, the scroll wheel will be backward. Unfortunately, macOS doesn’t let you set mouse and trackpad scroll separately (and you may
want to keep a trackpad around, as I’ll explain shortly).
The amazing BetterTouchTool (available on its own and
also now as a part of the SetApp app library) can fix these
woes. In the black toolbar in its main window, select Normal
Mice for device type, select Global in the sidebar, and click
Add New Button. Move the mouse pointer to the gray area
near the bottom of the window and click either the next or
previous page button on the mouse—you’ll have to do this
twice regardless of which you start with. Set the predefined
action as either 3F Swipe Right or 3F Swipe Left—these will
work consistently as page forward and page back in most
Mac apps.
Next, you’ll want to fix the scroll wheel.
Click Advanced in the top toolbar (see
above) to reveal Advanced Settings, and click
Mouse in the right side of that top toolbar
corner. In the next screen, make sure you’re
in the General tab and select “Inverse
scrolling for normal mice only.”
Finally, click Advanced Settings and select
“Launch BetterTouchTool on startup,” in
the General tab, since none of these features
will work unless BetterTouchTool is open.
How Well Does Anker’s Vertical Mouse
Work?
Was the Anker vertical mouse worth $15?
Absolutely. Within a day of connecting it to
my Mac, years of forearm pain vanished.
And the pain hasn’t returned in subsequent
weeks. But how does it work as a mouse,
given its odd shape?
Pretty well, actually. It takes a bit of getting used to, but not as much as you might think. It took me a day to accustom myself to it. I’m not much
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of a PC gamer these days, but I fired up Counter-Strike: Global Offensive to put the Anker mouse through its paces. I made it through the tutorial
just fine and can safely say that my mediocre results were not limited by the mouse. Crippling RSI was one of the reasons I shifted away from
computer gaming, and this mouse might make it enjoyable again.
One design issue with Anker’s vertical mouse is that the side of my hand tends to rest on the desk, which presents two problems:
• My wrist rests on the corner of the desk, which is painful—I reduced that with a wrist rest.
• Since my pinky usually rests on the desk surface, sweeping the mouse from left to right often
catches my pinky skin between the mouse and desk. This isn’t painful but does interfere with the
mouse’s movement, which could be annoying in games. If I were to look for another vertical
mouse, I’d want one that offered a hand-rest.
Also note that this is very much a right-handed mouse. Anker doesn’t offer a left-handed model, but
searching for “left-handed vertical mouse” on Amazon or AliExpress will bring up left-handed versions
of the same device.
Finally, I’ve discovered that Apple has curtailed the usefulness of a standard mouse in macOS over
the years, focusing it on trackpads now. Moving around the iMovie timeline without a trackpad is
tough, as is moving between tabs in Finder windows. As Adam Engst and I discovered when writing
Take Control of Preview, you can’t even use the draw tool or rotate objects in Preview without a trackpad. I keep a Magic Trackpad off to the side
of my iMac for gestures.
I can’t say whether the Anker (or its many Chinese variants) is the best vertical mouse on the market, but it’s certainly among the cheapest. If you
suffer from mouse-induced forearm pain, give it a shot and see if it helps.

The Internet
Google Fi Comes to the iPhone… Mostly
by JEFF PORTEN
Google has promoted its Project Fi cellular phone service (see “The Why Behind
Google Fi,” 28 April 2015) from a “project” to a regular Google service, giving it the new
moniker Google Fi. (Fi rhymes with “eye,” officially, much like “Wi-Fi,” but how most
people pronounce it is a coin flip.) This announcement came alongside what sounded like a
technical innovation: unlike Project Fi, Google Fi is now available on a wider range of
phones, including the iPhone. Since Fi has an innovative billing plan, this could be very
good news for iPhone owners unhappy with their present carriers.
And it is—but for now, only in limited circumstances. The reasons for these limitations
require some explanation, because things might get better in the future.
Finding Out About Google Fi
Google Fi is an MVNO (Mobile Virtual Network Operator), industry-speak for a carrier
that doesn’t own a cellular network but instead leases space and bandwidth from established
cellular providers. Early on, MVNOs all rode on Sprint in the United States—not for any technical reason, but because Sprint was the only major
carrier willing to offer generous enough terms that MVNOs could sell their (usually) cheaper plans and still turn a profit. Eventually, AT&T,
Verizon, and T-Mobile realized they were missing out on some money, and now you can find MVNOs on every network. In fact, most carriers
have either launched or acquired MVNOs for the purpose of segmenting their marketing and sales where they don’t want their official plans to go.
Even so, when Google launched Project Fi in 2015, it was radically different, because it didn’t restrict you to one mobile network. A Fi phone
can roam on multiple cellular networks and Wi-Fi, all seamlessly. When you’re using a Fi phone, you don’t know which network you’re using.
And since there are no roaming fees, you typically don’t care. If you come within range of an open Wi-Fi hotspot that Google keeps in its database,
your phone will automatically switch to it securely if the cellular signal is weak. A Fi call can also use any network you manually join, such as the
one in your coffee shop. Likewise, wander outside a Wi-Fi zone where cellular signal is better, and your phone may switch again. When you’re on a
highway or train, a third-party app can show your phone switching between carriers every few minutes, depending on which service has the highest
quality at the moment. If one of these switches happens while you’re in a call or using data, it nearly always takes place seamlessly without dropping
the call or disconnecting you.
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This kind of network hunting requires a bit of technical black magic inside the
phone. While every new phone sold in the US can roam on the three networks Fi
currently uses—Sprint, T-Mobile, and US Cellular—a normal phone is typically set
to have a favorite home network, roam as little as possible, and make switching
obvious for the phone’s owner. A cell phone roaming indicator used to mean
(especially back in the early 2000s) that your service was poorer and cost ten times as
much; many people preferred to turn it off and stay disconnected until they were
back on their home network.
In contrast, Fi creates a pool of cellular and Wi-Fi signals and offers it to the
phone as a buffet. The only reason you might care which network you’re on, and
the reason why I have the utility app that created the screenshot above of T-Mobile
and Sprint usage, are those rare occasions when Fi chooses the network with the
strongest signal, but another one has better Internet speeds. This app also lets me
switch manually between them.
These roaming features required special phones
throughout Fi’s existence, and still do. With Project
Fi, you knew you had a Fi-compatible phone if
you purchased one from Google, or bought the
same model unlocked from another source. Under
Google Fi, phones that can automatically shop for
networks are called “designed for Fi,” while
phones that cover only the basics are considered
“compatible with Fi.” For iPhones, any phone
from the iPhone 5s onward is “compatible,” but
none is “designed.” The only designed-for-Fi
phones are Android-only models in the Google
Store. (I’ve been using an Android phone since I
switched to Fi, making me the black sheep of the
TidBITS family.) As with any phone, if you
purchased an appropriate model from a carrier that
locked it to its service, it must be unlocked before it
can be used with another service, including Google
Fi.
For Google Fi, the basics appear to be, “your
iPhone will use the T-Mobile network,” end of
story. That focus on T-Mobile takes away one of
Fi’s best features, because in a city with overlapping
network availability, there’s always the odd room or building that’s a dead zone for one service or another. Having access to more than network
means that these dead zones seamlessly go away. Some buildings, especially old and massive ones, can act as a Faraday cage that blocks all outside
radio signals—but if there’s Wi-Fi inside, the phone will work. On the East Coast, the only places I regularly go with weak signal across all Fi
networks are short stretches of the I-95 highway between Philadelphia and Washington, DC, but federal and municipal buildings are locally famous
for disconnecting everything from a cell phone to an FM radio. And I’ve never had a problem while traveling, which I couldn’t say before I switched.
There is perhaps one silver lining to the iPhone network issue. In the Project Fi days, iPhones and most Android phones were simply called
“incompatible.” (Technically, you could use an iPhone with Project Fi, with the above restrictions and a few others, so long as you used a compatible
Android phone to activate the SIM card before putting it into the iPhone.) Now, however, Google Fi for iOS is “in beta.” Google will tell you what
you can’t do with an iPhone, but the word “beta” implies that these limitations might go away someday. Maybe that requires iPhone hardware
designed with Fi in mind, maybe that requires Google to hand a large suitcase of cash to Apple for the right to use particular iPhone frameworks,
and maybe Google is just using marketing language to cover for the fact that it’ll never happen.
But that’s in part why I said the basics “appear to be” limited to using the T-Mobile network. Google Fi support says that the codes that switch
networks on a designed-for-Fi phone won’t work on an iPhone, and I believe them—but I’d be somewhat surprised if there won’t be workarounds
and hacks circulating on the Internet soon. Phones are fiendishly complicated devices, but there are fiendishly clever people trying to get them to do
things they’re not supposed to. However, it is safe to say that should such workarounds appear, it will be far more trouble to use them on an iPhone
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unless Apple and Google make it so iPhones are on par with the designed-for-Fi devices. (I’ll also note that historically, some of these hacks could
permanently brick a phone. I don’t recommend attempting a recipe you find online unless you fully understand what it’s telling you to do.)
Financial Details about Fi
The other reason to subscribe to Google Fi, other than network roaming, is the price. Fi frequently works out to be cheaper than competing
service, but it depends on what you do with your phone.
As opposed to other networks whose plans and definitions of “unlimited” seem to vary in correlation with sunspots and hog futures, Google Fi is
straightforward. A phone costs $20 per month for unlimited calls and texts, and $10 per gigabyte of data. Additional phones on the same plan are
$15 per month, plus data. You can pick out in advance how much data you expect to use, but it only matters for your first payment: if you pay $50
and only use 1.5 GB, the extra $15 is credited on your next bill. If you go over, Google charges the overage to your next bill. Google Fi is
no-contract; you can cancel or suspend at any time. If you’re willing to use Android, you can also save money when you need a new phone. The
cheapest designed-for-Fi phone isn’t as nice as an iPhone XS or Pixel 3, but it’s pretty good.
Instead of prevaricating about how it’s “unlimited,” Google offers something called “Bill Protection.” You’ll pay $10 per gigabyte for the first 6
GB (i.e., until your bill reaches $80), at which point the meter turns into what other plans call “unlimited.” In Fi’s case, there’s a speed restriction
that kicks in if you exceed 15 GB in one month. Unlike other plans, if you want to get rid of the speed restriction, you can opt to go back to paying
$10 per gigabyte for your data usage over 15 GB for the remainder of the month.
There are two other aspects to Google Fi’s pricing that are somewhat astounding compared to the rest of the industry. The first is that Internet
data is Internet data with no caveats, and Fi doesn’t care which device is using it. Some plans meter whether your data is being used in the phone or
with the phone sharing its data connection via tethering as a hotspot, and impose separate caps or additional costs for tethered data. Fi has never
made this distinction and still doesn’t, but with a huge caveat: with an iPhone, you simply can’t do tethering while traveling outside the United
States.
The other is that it doesn’t matter where you are on the planet, the price is the same. Use your data in Manhattan or Mumbai, and it’s the same
$10 per gigabyte. Make a phone call in any country outside the United States and there’s a flat charge of $0.20 per minute, or it’s free if you use a
Wi-Fi hotspot for the call. When I compare this plan to all those years when AT&T considered Canada to be as exotic as Mars and priced
accordingly, I weep with joy. It’s also a nice change from landing in a country and having to find a kiosk to buy a domestic SIM for my phone.
Unfortunately, Wi-Fi calling is not currently available on an iPhone—so if you plan on using one internationally, you’re facing $0.20 per minute
($12 per hour) surcharges unless you move your voice calls to FaceTime, Google Hangouts, or something similar using VoIP. This situation
becomes even more confusing because calls made on Google Fi are also Google Hangouts calls—call my phone and my Mac and iPad will also ring.
I haven’t been able to confirm this, but it may be that it costs $0.20 per minute to place a call while roaming internationally using the Phone app,
but it would be free in the Hangouts app. Even better, whatever the situation is now, it’s likely to change.
You may be thinking that international roaming is a great deal for those living in other countries where most people are closer to an international
border. Unfortunately, Google Fi won’t help you with that, because Fi accounts must be based in the United States. That said, the service is entirely
paperless, it’s all mediated by the Fi app, and you can associate a Fi account with any Google account. The only technical restriction is that you have
to be within the US to activate the phone. So you might conclude that, as long as you have a compatible method of payment, whether you can set
up an account using an American friend’s assistance is between you and your conscience.
Figuring Out Fi’s Value
As it stands, if you use an iPhone on Google Fi, you’re essentially using T-Mobile, so its plans are the ones to use as a comparison to determine if
Google Fi is a good fit for you. The first test: T-Mobile’s unlimited plan currently costs $70 per month, so if you regularly use more than 5 GB of
data each month, the answer is “T-Mobile is better,” full stop.
The second test concerns coverage. You can check T-Mobile’s coverage map for likely signal strength in areas you frequent, but if the coverage is
weak or non-existent, the answer is “Stick with your current cell carrier.”
If you have good T-Mobile coverage and don’t use large amounts of mobile data, keep reading.
For the rest of this comparison, I’ll be comparing with T-Mobile’s current offering for new customers—which could be entirely different from
what you have now, even if you’re on T-Mobile. It’s common for cell carriers to maintain grandfathered plans for years, or to make special
exceptions. For example, T-Mobile currently doesn’t advertise anything except unlimited plans—but I’m sure it does offer such plans in some
circumstances. So I’ll only compare to what’s advertised. I can’t compare apples to the particular oranges of your current plan.
• Is switching worth the effort? If your data usage is high enough that you’ll pay almost $50 per month for data on Google Fi, you’ll save under
$100 per year. But if you spend most of your time in Wi-Fi coverage and thus keep your Fi bill around $30–$40 per month, the savings could
be nearly $500 per year. The lower the savings, the less likely you should be to switch unless one of the next comparisons is extremely attractive.
• If you like using the iPhone’s visual voicemail system and rely on it, that could be reason enough not to switch. You should be less concerned
about the other features you can’t have on the iPhone beta features chart shown above. “Improved network security” just means you can’t use
Google’s VPN service when connected to a public Wi-Fi hotspot because your iPhone won’t tunnel network traffic through the VPN like a
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designed-for-Fi Android phone will. Texting to non-iPhones will work fine after changing a few settings. When you activate your iPhone, the Fi
app walks you through what to do. If you have any problems, my experience with Fi customer support has been stellar, and I have no doubt
that they’ll get you up and running. The key feature you’re missing is network roaming—if and when that comes to the iPhone, throw out this
entire list because you’re no longer comparing to only T-Mobile anymore.
• Both T-Mobile and Fi offer unlimited talk and texts. But T-Mobile’s data offerings have various limitations. Tethered data for your other
devices is included in “unlimited,” but throttled to 3G speeds. (If that doesn’t sound too bad, I assure you you’ll feel differently 15 minutes after
using it.) In Mexico and Canada, you’re capped at 5 GB of 4G LTE data, which is generous for visits but not if you’re there regularly. T-Mobile
does offer a generous cap of 50 GB before it throttles your speed domestically—which, honestly, is a little too good and makes me wonder if
there aren’t unadvertised lower thresholds that also kick in.
• If you’re over 55 or a veteran, T-Mobile has some attractive deals for multiple lines. They’re hard to beat.
• T-Mobile’s “unlimited” data includes “unlimited” video streaming—which is to say, for most video providers it’s throttled to 480p standard
definition. Watching a movie in high def over Fi cellular could cost you $10—but only until you’ve used 6 GB and hit the pricing cap, after
which you might want to have an HD option that you can’t have on T-Mobile.
• T-Mobile’s plan offers a few benefits that, if you use them, save you some money. It includes a Netflix subscription worth $8 per month. The
quoted price includes taxes and fees, which can be an extra $5–$10 on other plans. T-Mobile has an agreement with Gogo Inflight for an hour
of Wi-Fi usage and unlimited texting, which otherwise is priced higher than the altitude of your plane.
• T-Mobile charges $10 per month for unlimited LTE data for your Apple Watch, while Google Fi charges you the actual data cost. Unless
you’re listening to three hours of Apple Music literally every day, Fi is cheaper.
• At publication time, T-Mobile offers various free stuff and discounts if you purchase multiple lines or phones. These effectively create a contract
even if you’re officially month-to-month, because you’ll pay penalties to cancel service before these benefits are paid out. In comparison, Google
sometimes offers service credits and discounts on a phone purchase (the $249 Moto G6 currently costs $199 and comes with a $100 credit on
your Fi bill), but occasionally has ridiculous sales—on the day the company announced Google Fi, and only on that day, a $1,000 phone
purchase was good for a $1,000 travel certificate.
If you only skimmed that list until your eyes glazed over, and then skipped to the end of the bullets, you probably want to be a Google Fi
subscriber. “$20 per month plus $10 per gigabyte” is easily memorized. That alone was a strong incentive for me to sign up with Fi, after spending
more than a decade comparing byzantine plans. Plus, there’s no contract—the most painful part of trying out Fi and later deciding to go elsewhere is
porting the phone number for a few days each time.
Finally Deciding Whether to Switch
If Google Fi offered the same services on the iPhone that it does for designed-for-Fi phones, it would almost be a no-brainer to recommend it to
many people (and to recommend many current Android users to switch to an iPhone; I certainly would). My phone bills were over $80 per month
the last time I was on T-Mobile. On Project Fi, I cut them in half, and I’ve cut them still further by using a data hotspot I purchased through my
nonprofit (see “TechSoup: Get Deep Discounts on Technology for Your Nonprofit,” 18 October 2018).
However, as things stand, every phone that’s not “designed for Fi” is a second-class citizen. It’s impossible to tell whether that’s something that can
be fixed by Google (in either software or legal agreements with Apple) or in future iPhones. I don’t think either company is particularly incentivized
to make iPhones full citizens on Fi, but two weeks ago I would have told you that I never expected to see iPhones officially supported on Google’s
network at all. They may surprise me. If they do, then yes, I think Fi offers enough unique services that everyone should take a strong look at it.
In the meantime, iPhone users who think their phone bills are too expensive should give Google Fi a look; if you’re paying for unlimited service if
you don’t need, or if you’re getting hit by large international surcharges regularly, it’s a good solution. But unfortunately, you can’t get the best of
what it offers right now with your iPhone.
[NL Editor: You can find (on the TidBits web site), several interesting comments from people that have used this service.]

ExtraBITS
Beware Spoofed Calls from Apple -- Phone scammers have found a way to make their phony calls look like they’re coming from Apple. Don’t be
fooled!
Apple Music Arrives on Alexa -- If you use Apple Music but prefer Amazon’s Alexa-based smart speakers to Apple’s HomePod, good news! Apple
Music is now available on Alexa once you install the Apple Music skill, at least in the US.
Apple Discontinues Apple Music Connect -- Apple keeps trying—and failing—to create a social network around music. The company has now
dropped support for Apple Music Connect, consigning it to the same tech rubbish heap as its predecessor, Ping.
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Facebook Shared User Data
with Other Tech Giants -Facebook has been caught sharing
data on its 2.2 billion users with
other tech companies like
Amazon, Microsoft, Netflix,
Spotify, and even Russian search
giant Yandex. Apple is in the list
too, but not in a way that makes
sense.
Apple Claims Bent iPad Pros
Are Totally Normal -- Some new
iPad Pros are coming with a slight
bend in the case. Apple insists that
the bend is totally normal and
nothing to worry about. If you
end up with such a unit, we
recommend returning it
immediately.
.

HOW TO FIND
US
General meeting:
SMMUG General Meetings are held on the SECOND Monday of
each month at Fire Station 14 located at 1875 Dublin Blvd (at the
intersection of North Academy and Dublin).
Directions:
From Academy, go east on Dublin and then turn right on
the very first street. There is parking on the west and south
sides of the Fire Station (with additional parking located to
the north and further west of the Fire Station). The entrance
is on the west side of the building.

Sig meeting:
The SIG Meetings are held on the SECOND Saturday of each month. For January and February it will be held at the CityMac store
located within the University Village Shopping Center at 5020 North Nevada and it sits right next to the Xfinity Oﬃce and is
across the street from Costco..
Directions:
#1) Take I-25 to Nevada heading south. Turn right on Eagle Rock Road. Drive past the intersection and then park on the left in front of the
CityMac Store.
#2) Take I-25 to Garden of the Gods Rd. heading East. Turn left on Nevada and then left on Eagle Rock Road. Drive past the intersection and
then park on the left in front of the CityMac Store.
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About Us
The Silicon Mountain Macintosh User Group, Inc. (a nonprofit educational corporation) was formed in Colorado Springs,
Colorado in 1985, and is one of the oldest Macintosh User Groups in the United States. SMMUG, Inc. is dedicated to helping
members enjoy and learn about their Macintosh computer, iPhone and iPad devices.
Club membership is open to everyone and you are cordially invited to visit our free monthly General Meeting on the second
Monday of each month, at 7:00 PM. For those new to the Macintosh, we have a Question & Answer session at 6:00 PM, where
our collective expertise can help answer your questions.
All members receive a monthly newsletter, published on our web site, see great reviews of software and hardware, or can
participate in the monthly door prize drawing. Each member gets one vote during annual Oﬃcer Elections. No corporate
memberships are granted.
Our oﬃcers are volunteers and receive no pay. All funds raised are used for the cost of operating the club and its meetings.

Membership Application Form
Membership entitles you to access to our online forums, participation in prize drawings, and access to the
bargains in the members area of the SMMUG website at www. smmug.org. SMMUG renewal membership dues
($30) apply to the calendar year and are paid each December for the following year. Use the following table for
NEW MEMBERSHIP ONLY:

JAN 1 to MAR 31 - $30.00
JUL 1 to SEPT 30 - $15.00
Please Print Clearly!
Name
Street Address
City/State/ZIP
Home Telephone
E-mail Address
Have you previously been a member of SMMUG?
How did you learn about SMMUG?

APR 1 to JUN 30 - $20.00
OCT 1 to DEC 31 - $10.00
Today’s Date

Business Telephone

Make your check payable to: SMMUG
Then mail or give this form and your check to:
SMMUG, Inc.
2100 Wood Avenue
Colorado Springs, CO 80907-6718

Please make an online account for me.
User Name _______________
Don’t make an online account for me.
I do not want one or I already have

